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A laser-based ultrasonic technique, impulsive stimulated thermal scattering (ISTS), is used to
characterize the acoustic waveguide behavior in a series of silicon-supported and free-standing
polyimide bilayer structures. The experimental results demonstrate that multilayer structures are
characterizable using ISTS measurements. In addition, simulations of acoustic waveguide behavior
in coatings with very thin interfacial layers adjacent to the substrate and in films with continuously
changing elastic properties are presented. The results indicate depth-profiling possibilities using
ISTS. Q 1995 American Institute of Physics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Thin films are used in virtually every technologically
advanced industry. Much attention has been focused upon
optical, mechanical, and thermal measurements of such films
since these properties determine design choices in structures
using the films. lV2Accurate characterization is made difficult
by the fact that many fabrication and processing steps yield
films that in general have anisotropic and depth-dependent
properties. For example, it is well established that many
solvent-cast polyimide films, which are used throughout the
microelectronics and aerospace industries due to their excellent temperature stability and mechanical properties3 exhibit
preferential polymer’chain orientation in the plane of the
film. This leads to physical properties that are isotropic in the
plane but whose in-plane and out-of-plane properties are different. ‘-lo In addition to this, recent refractive index measurements in polyimide films of a range of thicknesses found
that the birefringence of the films decreased as a function of
increasing thickness suggesting that the substrate-induced ordering which leads to the in-plane orientation may also produce depth-dependent properties.“-18 This depth dependence
has been explained by proposing either the existence of an
interfacial layer located adjacent to the substrate with higher
anisotropy than the rest of the film or the existence of a
continuous depth-dependent change in the physical properties with the degree of anisotropy decreasing as the distance
from the substrate increases.
It is to be expected that depth-dependent ordering should
affect not only the film birefringence but also the elastic
properties of the film. In this article the ability to evaluate
depth-dependent elastic properties using an ultrasonic
method is evaluated. (Reference 19 gives a short list of previous theoretical and experimental investigations of depthvarying elastic propertiesin a variety of systems.) We focus
upon the information accessible using a novel laser-based
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ultrasonic method known as impulsive stimulated thermal
scattering (ISTS) spectroscopy.” This method can be used to
determine the acoustic waveguide properties of film structures with micron thicknesses which in turn can be used to
extract information about their mechanical and adhesive
properties. Thermal diffusivities can also be measured. In
previous investigations, the viscoelastic properties of isotropic polyimide films and films with transverse isotropic symmetry (i.e., where the in-plane properties are isotropic but
were
the through-plane
properties)
different
from
determined.“!-23 Film delamination detection capabilities
with tine spatial resolution were also demonstrated.U Additional investigations have evaluated the in-plane thermal diffusivities of a series of polyimide films? and superconducting films.25 In this article we present experimental and
theoretical results that establish the sensitivity of ISTS to
depth-dependent elastic properties.
We begin with a brief review of the ISTS technique and
the theory‘ used to analyze ISTS data. We then focus on the
experimental characterization of a series of polyimide bilayer
structures. Our interest in such structures was spurred by
their intrinsic importance and by the suggestion mentioned
above that there exists in general a thin interfacial layer adjacent to the substrate with different properties than the rest
of the film. Therefore, bilayer samples were fabricated using
anisotropic polyimides to mimic the highly ordered layer that
is assumed to form near the substrate interface. Although
these structures are rather artificial models of films with
depth-dependent properties, they serve to establish the utility
and test the sensitivity of ISTS as a depth-profiling tool and
demonstrate how ISTS may be used to quantitatively measure the shear and longitudinal acoustic velocities of the individual layers.
We also present simulations of the acoustic waveguide
behavior in systems that exhibit a continuous change in elastic properties, with an aim to highlight the signatures of
depth-dependent elastic properties. We conclude by evaluating the capabilities and limitations of ISTS in this
application.
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FIG. 1. The experimental geometry for TSTS experiments. The two excitation pulses create a thermal grating within the sample with a well-defined
wave vector. The probe pulse is diffracted off of the surface rippIe induced
by the thermal grating. The intensity of the diffracted Iight is electronically
time resolved by a fast amplified photodiode and transient digitizer.

II. EXPERIMENT
The ISTS experiment has been described in detail
elsewhere.“’ Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement.
Briefly, two short laser pulses are overlapped in time and
space within an absorbing sample. The interference of the
two pulses leads to an optical interference “grating” pattern
with wave vector k whose magnitude is given by 4~ sin( 01
2)/x, where 6,is the angle between the two excitation pulses
and A is the excitation pulse wavelength. Rapid nonradiative
relaxation after absorption of the excitation pulses lea-ds to
formation of a temperature grating that images the optical
interference grating. The impulsive creation of this grating
drives thermal and acoustic responses at wave vectors -tk.
Counterpropagating acoustic waves lead to damped oscillatory material motions while the thermal response persists as
a quasisteady-state material response that slowly decays as
heat travels from grating peaks to grating nulls. The resulting
material motions are monitored in real time by diffracting a
cw probe pulse off of the grating and electronically time
resolving the intensity of the diffracted light. Data collection
times are on the order of milliseconds.
The excitation pulses originate from a Q-switched,
mode-locked. and cavity-dumped Nd:Y&O,,
(Nd:YAG)
laser yielding 100 ps pulses with 1 mJ of energy at 1064 nm.
This light is frequency doubled to 532 run in a lithium triborate (LBO) crystal. The 532 nm light is mixed with the undoubled 1064 nm light in a P-barium borate (BBO) crystal to
yield excitation pulses at 355 run, a wavelength absorbed by
the polyimide films. This light is passed through a beam
splitter to yield two excitation pulses whose path lengths are
adjusted so that they are temporally coincident at the sample.
The pulses are cylindrically focused and crossed at an angle
6 to overlap spatially at the sample. Approximately 1 ,uJ of
the excitation light was required for the experiments described here.
The probe pulse originates from a cw single-mode
argon-ion laser- which produces 1 W at 5 14 nm. The output
of the laser is electro-optically gated to yield a square pulse
with a temporal width adjustable from 500 ns to seconds.
The probe pulse is spatially coincident with the excitation
4432
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pulses and the diffracted probe light is monitored by a fast
amplified photodiode and transient digitizer. The effective
bandwidth of the system is 1 GHz.
Experiments were conducted on polymer bilayers composed of the DuPont polyimides PI2555 (BTDA-ODA/
MPDA),
PI2545 (PMDA/ODA),
and DuPont PI2611
(BPDA-PDA). The samples were fabricated in the following
fashion. Polyamic acid precursor solutions were spin coated
and fully cured on bare lo-cm-diam silicon substrates to produce the first polymer coating. Spin coating and fully curing
a different polyamic acid on top of this first layer yielded the
hilayer structure. The thickness of each of the layers was
measured after the two cures using a DEKTAK 8000 stylus
profilometer by successively scratching off each polymer
layer with a razor blade. A Teflon jig apparatus along with a
6:l:l mixture of HF:HNO,:CH,COOH
were then used to
etch the silicon away from the polymer layers in two selected
regions of the samples. (It has been shown that this acid etch
does not alter the mechanical properties of the polyimide
films.“s) Following this etch, the samples were rinsed with
de-ionized water and were allowed to dry for 48 h in a dessicator. The bilayer systems fabricated for this study consisted of PI2555(5.49 ,um top layer)/PI26 ll(l.19 pm bottom
layer)/Si substrate, PI2555(4.34 ,um)/PI26 ll(2.50 ,um)/Si,
PI255.5(3.22 pmj/PI2545(2.99
pm)/%, and PI2555(2.94
pm)/PI261 l(3.56 pm)/Si.
The experiments were conducted on both the unsupported and supported regions of the samples. Although no
significant differences were detected in ISTS data recorded
from different supported regions or different unsupported regions of a film, care was exercised to record data from the
same 1 cm” area of the unsupported and supported regions of
the film for all of the wave vectors. The grating wavelengths
used for these experiments were 4.13, 5.05, 5.50, 6.29, 7.26,
7.78, 8.14, 9.40, 11.62, 13.56 16.32, 20.00, 24.42, 28.37, and
38.27 w. The wavelengths were measured by burning a
grating into a silicon wafer and measuring the grating wavelength with an optical microscope.

III. ISTS TECHNIQUE
A. Qualitative

description

and background

In films whose thicknesses are on the order of the acoustic wavelength, ISTS excites material motions that exhibit
strong waveguide effects. In particular, a number of acoustic
waveguide modes, or normal modes, of the film are excited.
As an illustration, the lowest four such modes at three different wavelengths in an unsupported and a silicon supported
polymer film are shown in Figs. 2-4. Each normal mode
propagates in the plane of the film and is characterized by a
distinct spatial character and phase velocity. This phase velocity is in general a function of the acoustic wave vector.
That is, all of the modes are dispersive and the form of this
dispersion is a function of the elastic properties of the system. The wave-vector-dependent variations in the spatial
characters of the modes are reflected in the velocity dispersion behavior which is illustrated in Fig. 5. Since each mode
involves both in- and out-of-plane shear and longitudinal
Dhar et al.
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PfG. 2. Lattice distortion diagrams illustrating the spatial nature of the lowest-order acoustic waveguide mode which propagates in an unsupported polymer
film (part A) and a silicon-supported polymer film (part B), The film thickness is 1.0 pm, and the wave vector is 0.1 pm-’ for the upper frames and 0.3 pm-’
for the lower frames.

both the in- and out-of-plane mechanical moduli
determine the spatial nature and therefore the phase velocity
dispersion of the mode. This fact has been used in previous
work as a means to evaluate the moduli in several isotropic
and anisotropic thin-film systems.21-23 In this article we ex-

motions,

ploit the fact that the displacements of each mode extend
throughout the thickness of the structure. Because of this,
any depth dependence in the mechanical properties will be
reflected in the spatial character and therefore in the phase
velocity dispersion of the mode.
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FIG. 3. Lattice distortion diagrams illustrating the spatial nature of the three lowest-order acoustic waveguide modes which propagate in unsupported (part A)
and silicon-supported (part B) polymer films. The film thickness is 1.0 pm and the wave vector is 1.5 pm-‘.
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silicon-supported (part B) polymer films. The film thickness is 1.0 pm and the wave vector is 8.0 pm-‘.

B. Typical data
Two typical ISTS data scans, one on the time scale of
tens of nanoseconds and the other on the time scale of microseconds, are shown in Fig. 6. From data like those shown
in Fig. 6(aj the acoustic phase velocities of the waveguide
modes at a particular wave vector can be calculated. Data on
a longer time scale like those shown in Fig. 6(b) can be used
to determine the in- and out-of-plane thermal diffusivities in
the film. In this article we focus on the acoustic data.
4s discussed in the preceding subsection, the acoustic
phase velocity is determined by the mechanical moduli of the
system, and any depth dependence in these moduli will affect
the phase velocity. An illustration of the effect of this depth
dependence in the raw data is given in Fig. 7 where we
display acoustic phase velocities determined in the
PI2555(5.49 ~m)/PI2611(1.19 pm)/Si and PI2555(4.34 pm)/
PI261 l(2.50 ,um)/Si bilayer samples at a given acoustic wave
vector. As is evident in every case, the phase velocities measured in the PI2555(4.34 ~m)/PI2611(2.50 pm)lSi system
are slightly larger than those in the PI255515.49 pm)/
PI2611(1.19 pmj/Si system. This is a result of the slightly
higher proportion of PI261 1 (the stiffer polyimide) in the
PI2555(4.34 pm)/PI261 l(2.50 pm)lSi system than in the
PI2555(5.49 ~m)/PI2611(1.19 pm)/Si system. While this
sort of behavior is expected, we highlight the fact that the
phase velocity differences are not the same for each mode. It
is the displacement field of the mode which determines this
sensitivity. For example, modes with displacements localized
to the upper surface of the structure will only be sensitive to
the mechanical properties in that region. In what follows we
4434
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show how to use this fact to quantify the depth dependence
of the moduli in these and other systems.

C. Theory
The phase velocity dispersion can be calculatedZ7 by
solving the elastic wave equations for particle displacements
Uj within the film given in Eq. (1) and particle displacements
u!‘) in the substrate given in Eq. (2) using the coordinate
s&tern illustrated in Fig. 8,
d2Uk
-=o,
dx,dxl

d2Uj
P TwCiikl
&J!s)
I
P TV

ii)

(s) d2Lp
‘ijkl -axidx 1 =o,

where the
are the elastic constants of the film and substrate. In isotropic media, there are only two independent
elastic constants representing longitudinal and transverse
motions in the material. Using collapsed tensor notation,28
the coupled equations become
cijkl
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where the cl1 are the longitudinal elastic constants and the
cM are the transverse elastic constants of the film and the
substrate. For materials with transverse isotropic symmetry,
there are five independent elastic constants, so that Eqs. (3j
and (4) read
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$=o.

(71

(8)

Derivatives along the x (or 2) direction are ignored since the
ISTS experimental geometry does not induce motion in this
direction when spatial variations in the excitation grating
along the x direction are ignored.
By assuming that the particle displacements are linear
combinations of partial waves of the form
uy=ay

exp(ikbz)exp[ik(y-ut)],

(9)

uz=cfz exp(ikbz)exp[ik(y-uv)],

(10)

uY(‘I = a~,‘) exp( ikb (S)z)exp[ik(y-ut)],

ill>

u(‘
(12)
z)= a!’ exp( ikb (“)z)exp[ik(y-uv)],
where k is the magnitude of the acoustic wave vector and u
is the acoustic phase velocity, the coupled equations summarized in Eqs. (1) and (2) can be solved subject to the appropriate boundary conditions at the film interfaces.
The boundary conditions enforce the continuity of the
longitudinal and vertical particle displacements, the sagittal
shear stress, and the vertical compressional stress at all material interfaces and the vanishing of the sagittal shear stress
and vertical compressional stress at all free surfaces. The
boundary conditions are summarized in Eqs. (13)-(30):
film-substrate system:
u,,=ul;F)

at z-0,

03)

u;=uf)

at z=O,

(14)
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PIG. 8. The coordinate system used for the calculations of me phase velocity dispersion in supported and unsupported thin film systems. Part (a)
shows the geometry used for a single-layer supported system where me
grating wave vector is aligned along the y axis and the film thickness is h.
Similar geometries for an unsupported single-layer film, supported bilayer
film, and unsupported bilayer film are shown in parts (b), (c), and (d),
respectively. In the bilayer systems, h’ is the thickness of tbe layer adjacent
to the substrate while h is the thickness of the entire film.

where Eqs. (19)-(22) and (27)-(30) are for bilayer systems.
In practice, the velocities of the waveguide modes are calculated by searching for the zeroes of the determinant determined by the system of equations generated by the boundary
conditions of Eqs. (13)-(22) or Eqs. (23)-(30). In the unsupported single-layer-film system this determinant is a function
of only the wave-vector-film
thickness product and the
transverse and longitudinal velocities of the film. In the case
of the supported single-layer film, the determinant is a function of the wave-vector-film thickness product and the velocities and densities of the film and substrate. In multiplelayer-film systems, the rerative thicknesses of the individual
layers are additional parameters in the determinant. Note
then that for multiple-layer systems there is no simple scaling of the acoustic velocities with the wave-vector-thickness
product, using either the total thickness of the multilayer
assembly or any one of the individual layer thicknesses. This
provides one of the distinctive signatures of depth-dependent
elastic properties.
In order to analyze the ISTS data, the experimentally
determined phase velocity dispersion curves are fit to calcuDhar
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FIG. 9. Phase velocity dispersion curves for the unsupported and supported
polyimide bilayer structure PI2555(2.94 ~m)lp12611(3.56 pm). In all of the
plots, the experimentally determined velocities are represented by the symbols. In part (a) the best fit to the data from the unsupported region is shown
(solid curves) and in part (b) parameters from the unsupported fit were used
to calculate the dispersion in the supported region (solid curves). The solid
curves in part (cc)are the best fit to the data assuming a single-layer isotropic
film while the solid curves in part (d) are calculated using the best fit
parameters of part Cc).

lated dispersion curves by varying the velocities of the film
using a nonlinear least-squares Marquardt-Levenberg fitting
algorithm.a9 Unsupported film systems are straightforward to
analyze as the only parameters that are allowed to vary are
the film velocities. Although supported film systems are
somewhat more complicated to analyze since the velocity
dispersion depends on the velocities and densities of both the
film and the substrate, the substrate properties are often well
known and can be fixed when fitting the experimental data.
Analysis of ISTS waveguide data have yielded the longitudinal and transverse acoustic velocities in the isotropic films
PI2555 and UD4212 and the in and out-of-plane longitudinal
velocities and in- and out-of-plane transverse velocities in
the transverse isotropic films PI2545 and P12611.21-21In the
following section we use the above formalism to analyze
new data from a series of silicon-supported and unsupported
polymer bilayer systems made up of PI2555/PI2545 and
PI2555iPI2611. The results indicate that the measured waveguide dispersion contains information that can be used to
learn about the depth dependence of the mechanical moduli.

PIG. 10. Phase velocity dispersion curves for the unsupported and supported
polyimide bilayer structure PI2555(5.49 ~m)/PI2611(1.19 pm). In all oftbe
plots, the experimentally determined velocities are represented by the symbols. In part (a) the best fit to the data from the unsupported region is shown
(solid curves) and in part (b) parameters from the unsupported fit were used
to calculate the dispersion in the supported region (solid curves). The solid
curves in part (c) are the best fit to the data assuming a single layer isotropic
film while the solid curves in part (d) are calculated using the best-fit
parameters of part (c).
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IV. RESULTS
In Figs. 9-11 are shown the phase velocity dispersion
curves resulting from ISTS measurements on the supported
and unsupported regions of the polymer bilayer structures
listed in Sec. II. The error bars are on the order of the symbol
sizes.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 9, 1 May 1995

PIG. 11. Phase velocity dispersion curves for the unsupported and supported
polyimide bilayer structure PI2555(4.34 ~m)/PI2611(2.50 pm) [parts (a)
and (b)] and PI2555(3.22 ,um)/PI2545(2.99 F) [parts (c) and (d)]. In all of
the plots, the experimentally determined velocities are represented by the
symbols. The solid lines in parts (a) and (c) represent best fits to the data,
while solid lines in parts (b) and (d) show simulations using these best-fit
parameters.
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TABLE I. The acoustic velocities of the polyimide films PI2555, PI2545,
and PI2611 experimentally determined in Refs. 22 and 23.

PI2555
PI2545
PI2611

In-plane u,s
w4

in-plane utr
!m/s)

Out-of-plane
Ulg Ws)

Out-of-plane
0, Ws)

2540-2715
2620-2760
3540-3620

1126-1191~
2150-2270
2300-2380

2540-2715
1190-1300
2010-2080

1126-1191
915-960
1120-1150

V. DISCUSSION
A. Interpretation
structures

of ISTS results on polymer

bilayer

In previous ISTS investigations of single-layer films
made from the polyimides P12555, PI2545, and PI2611, the
acoustic longitudinal and transverse velocities of the isotropic film PI2555 and the in- and out-of-plane longitudinal and
transverse velocities of the transverse isotropic films PI261 1
and PI2545 were determined for films of different
thicknesses.““.” The results are summarized in Table I where
the range given for each velocity reflects the slight differences between films of different thicknesses rather than uncertainty in the results themselves. The uncertainties of the
isotropic velocities are on the order of l%-2% while the
uncertainties of the anisotropic velocities are on the order of
5%. It should be noted that no correlation between the film
thicknesses and the measured velocities was observed in
these studies.
Instead of attempting to fit the data from the bilayer
samples by using an algorithm that allowed all of the velocities and densities of the different layers to vary in an unrestricted manner, the experimentally determined dispersion
curves were analyzed by starting with the velocities determined from the previous single-layer ISTS studies. Fits to
the experimentally determined dispersion curves from the
unsupported regions of the different bilayer structures were
obtained by using the bilayer model of Sec. III C, allowing
the velocities of the two layers to vary in a restricted range
(2 15%) about the velocities listed in Table 1. The thicknesses of the layers were fixed at the values measured using
a profilometer while the densities of the polymers were fixed
at values determined by density column measurements.30

The best fit was determined by the set of velocities that
yielded the lowest 2. The best-fit velocities are given in
Table II and the dispersion curves calculated using these
best-fit values are shown with the data in Figs. 9(a), 10(a),
1l(a), and 1 l(c). These best-fit values from the unsupported
bilayer systems were used to generate dispersion curves for
the supported bilayer systems. These simulated curves generated from the results of the unsupported films with no new
adjustable parameters are shown with the data from the supported regions of the bilayer structures in Figs. 9(b), 10(b),
11(b), a.nd 11(d). The measured dispersion curves from the
unsupported region and supported region of each film are
well described by the bilayer film models given in Sec. II1 C
using velocities that are within 10% of the velocities determined through independent ISTS measurements on singlelayer films of P12555, PI2545, and PI261 1. The quality of the
fits indicate that no modification of the models for possible
imperfect adhesion between the layers or possible diffusion
of one layer into the other is required to describe the ISTS
data.
In order to demonstrate that ISTS measurements are sensitive to the presence of a second layer, the data from the
unsupported regions of the films were fit with a single-layer
isotropic layer model each with the same thickness as the
total thickness of the corresponding bilayer structure. Results
of the best fits using the single-layer model and the data are
shown in Figs. 9(c) and 10(c). From Fig. 9(c) where data and
single-layer best-fit curves for the PI2555(2.94 pm)/
PI2611(3.56 pm) system are shown, it is obvious that the
bilayer structure is readily distinguishable from the singlelayer isotropic system. Figure 10(c) illustrates the same comparison but for a structure with an anisotropic layer of a
much smaller relative thickness [PI26 1 1( 1.19 pm)/
PI2555(5.49 pm)]. Although the differences are not as dramatic as in Fig. 9, Fig. 10 demonstrates that the single isotropic layer model still provides an inadequate description of
the data. In Figs. 9(d) and 10(d) are shown the dispersion
curves for the corresponding single-layer supported system
calculated using the best-fit isotropic parameters obtained
from the unsupported data presented in Figs. 9(c) and 10(c).
The deviations between the data and the single-layer dispersion curves calculated for the supported system are even
larger than those seen in the single-layer fits to the data from

TABLE II. The experimentally determined acoustic velocities of the polyimides PI2555, PI2545, and PI2611
used to fabricate various bilayer structures. Units are m/s.
PI26 11

PI2545
PI2555

5.49
1.19
4.34
2.50
3.22
2.99
2.94
3.56
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pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
,um

PI25551
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PIG. 12. Grid distortion diagrams for the four lowest-order modes in unsupported single-layer and bilayer film systems. The four diagrams shown on the
left-hand side are calculated for a l-pm-thick PI2555 film (with vy= 116q m/s and vts=2660 m/s) at kF4.0 pm-‘. The diagrams on the right-hand side are
calculated for a bilayer system consisting of 0.5 p m of PI2555 on 0.5 ,urn of a film with v,=3000 m/s and vt,=SOOO m/s. These diagrams show that variations
in elastic properties through the depth of the structure have profound effects on the spatial nature and therefore on the phase velocity of the modes.

the unsupported systems. Since in general motion extends
throughout the thickness of the film in the unsupported case,
the parameters obtained from the single-layer fits to the unsupported data can be considered to represent depthaveraged values. It is therefore not surprising that these
depth-averaged parameters cannot describe the acoustic
waveguide behavior in the corresponding supported system
since the presence of the substrate restricts the motion of the
film, essentially fixing the motion of the bottom layer and
thereby reducing the sensitivity of the dispersion curves to
the properties of the bottom layer. This suggests that the
failure of the same material parameters to adequately describe the waveguide behavior in the unsupported and supported regions of the same film system is a strong signature
for the existence of depth-dependent properties.
An intuitive understanding of the sensitivity of ISTS experiments to the elastic properties of the film through the
depth of the material can be achieved by studying the spatial
nature of the waveguide modes probed in the measurements.
This is illustrated in Fig. 12 where grid distortion diagrams
for the four lowest-order modes at k=4.0 /*m-l for two unsupported films with different elastic properties are shown.
One f&n is assumed to be a 1 pm PI2555 layer while the
second film is assumed to be a bilayer structure composed of
0.5 Frn of PI2555 and 0.5 ,um of a film chosen to be much
stiffer than PI2555 (with v,,=5000 m/s and v,=3000 m/s).
The second layer is chosen to be artificially stiff in order to
highlight the differences between film motions of a single
layer and bilayer. As seen by the constrained motion of the
bilayer structure relative to the single layer, the second layer
has the effect of stiffening the entire film. The higher velociJ. Appt. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 9, 1 May 1995

ties reflect the stiffening of the film and thereby provide a
sensitive probe of elastic properties through the depth of the
film.
Not only do different modes at a given wave vector
probe different regions of the film, the phase velocity of a
given mode at different wave vectors can also serve as a
depth-dependent probe of material properties. For example,
the grid distortion diagrams shown above were calculated at
a relatively low wave vector where the wavelength is on the
order of the film thickness. At large wave vectors where the
acoustic wavelength is small compared to the film thickness,
the waveguide modes resemble Rayleigh waves which travel
on the surfaces of bulk materials. The penetration depth of
the Rayleigh mode is a function of the acoustic wave vector.
In Fig. 13 we show how changing the wave vector allows us
to use the Rayleigh wave as a probe of material properties at
different depths. As the wave vector increases, the mode displacements become less and less affected by properties of the
film near the substrate as they become localized to the surface of the film.

6. Detection of very thin interfacial

layers

Although the results of Sec. V A demonstrated the effect
of an interfacial layer upon ISTS measurements, the analysis
was structured around having information on the compositions and properties of the bilayer films. In cases where the
composition of the film is not known a priori, it-is necessary
to establish a strategy to optimize ISTS detection of possible
interfacial layers.
Dhar et al.
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PIG. 13. Calculated in- and out-of-plane displacement profiles for the Rayleigh wave. As the wave vector increases, the displacements associated with
the Rayleigh mode become more localized to the free film surface. This fact
can be used to tune the depth sensitivity of the measured Rayleigh wave
phase velocity.

As briefly mentioned in Sec. III, in single-layer films
with constant elastic properties, the phase velocities of the
allowed waveguide modes scale with the product of the wave
vector and thickness. This scaling can be seen in Fig. 5
where data from a series of films with different thicknesses
are shown in master plots. In contrast to this, in films with an
interfacial layer near the substrate, the acoustic wave travels
through both layers and no simple relation between the velocity and wave-vector-film
thickness product can be derived. Therefore, at the most basic level a breakdown of the
phase velocity scaling with wave-vector-thickness product is
a signature for the possible presence of an inter-facial layer.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of ISTS experiments to deviations from the scaling of the wave-vectorthickness product, simulations of the phase velocity dispersion behavior as a function of the relative inter-facial layer
thickness were carried out. Refractive index measurements
have suggested that the thickness of the interfacial layer is
typically on the order of 500 A.r6,18 Because the contribution
of an interfacial layer to the behavior of the velocity dispersion will decrease as its relative thickness with respect to
total film thickness decreases, the effects are best observed in
films with thicknesses less than 1 ,um. The inter-facial layer
was assumed to be 500 A thick and to have the elastic properties of PI2611 while the rest of the film was assumed to
have the properties of PI2555. In Fig. 14 we show five sets
4440
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PIG. 14. Calculated phase velocity dispersion curves for a series of films of
different total thicknesses containing a 500-A-thick anisotropic layer adjacent to the substrate. The properties of the interfacial layer are assumed to be
that of PI2611 with the in-plane v,,=2340 m/s and vt,=3460 m/s and the
out-of-plane v,=1085 m/s and v,,=1960 m/s and density of 1400 kg/m3.
The properties of the rest of the film are assumed to be those of PI2555 with
v,= 1160 m/s and vts=2660 m/s and density of 1464 kg!ms. The unsupported film system is shown in (a) and the supported film system is shown in
(bj.

of dispersion curves for unsupported films of total thicknesses of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 10 pm. In both cases, the
velocities are plotted versus the product of the wavevector
and the total film thickness. We wish to highlight two features illustrated by this figure. First, as expected from previous discussion, in both cases deviations from ideal scaling
are unmistakable. In the unsupported case, the secondlowest-order mode shows the largest deviations at small
wave vectors because in this region waveguide motion extends uniformly through the depth of the film [see Fig. 3(a)]
and because this mode is most sensitive to the longitudinal
velocity which in PI2611 is significantly larger than that in
PI2555. Second, in the supported case, except for the thinnest film, the dispersion curves show a reduced sensitivity to
the relative thickness of the interfacial layer. This is because
the substrate (which in this example is much stiffer than the
polymer) constrains material motion near the interface. As a
result, material located near this interface has a small influence on the spatial nature and phase velocity of the modes.
This is in contrast to the case of unsupported samples where
in general motion extends throughout the thickness of the
film. Because of this, depth-independent mechanical parameters determined by fitting data from unsupported films with
Dhar et al.
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FIG. 15. Experimentally determined phase velocity dispersion in unsupported (part A) and supported (part B) PI2555(2.05 pm)/PI2611(2.23 pm)
(m) and PI25X5.49 ~m)/PI2611(1.19 pm) (0) bilayer samples. This figure
illustrates the expected breakdown of wave vector times thickness scaling in
structures whose mechanical properties vary through the thickness. We also
note in the supported case that the constraining e&&of the substrate makes
the observed waveguide dispersion less sensitive to material properties near
the film-substrate interface. On the other hand, in the unsupported case
waveguide motion persists throughout the thickness of the structure. As a
result, unsupported modes show the largest deviations from scaling in these
hilayer samples.

depth-dependent properties will not adequately describe the
dispersion of similar films when tightly bound to stiff substrates. This fact provides a signature for depth-dependent
moduli, and offers a means for independent determination of
material properties near and far from the film-substrate interface.
Both of these features are illustrated in the experimental
data from two bilayer samples in Fig. 15. As expected, deviations illustrated here are much larger than experimental
uncertainties and are most clearly seen in the second-lowestorder unsupported mode in the small wave vector times
thickness regime. In addition, because of the constraining
effect of the substrate, little difference is observed in the data
from the supported film.
The results of these simulations suggest that presence of
an interfacial layer should be most clearly observable when
comparing the experimentally determined phase velocity dispersion of the second-lowest-order unsupported mode from a
relatively thick film to that determined in a film whose thickness is comparable the thickness of the supposed interfacial
layer. Of course the differences in the dispersion behavior
will depend not only on the relative thickness of the interfacial layer but also on its elastic properties compared to that
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 9, 1 May 1995

PIG. 16. Surface plot of the sum of square errors computed for an isotropic
model of a silicon supported 0.5 pm film with a 500 8, interfacially modified layer near the substrate. The mechanical properties of this layer vary
about those of the rest of the film. The errors are calculated up to a point
determined significant through application of a ninety percent confidence
level F statistic. The results indicate that the thin buried interfacial layer can
be inferred from ISTS data provided that its properties differ from those of
the rest of the film by at least 15%.

of the bulk film. Because the elastic properties of this layer
are not known, it is difficult to establish an absolute detection
limit on the relative thickness of this layer using ISTS experiments. In previous investigations of single-layer polyimide films, no systematic departure from velocity scaling was
observed in films that ranged in thickness from 1 to 12 pm.
Given the simulations outlined here which used the properties of PI2555 and PI2611 and which predict observable deviations from ideal velocity scaling, we are forced to conclude that either the difference between the elastic properties
of any interfacial layer and the bulk film are not as great as
that between PI2611 and PI2555 or that the interfacial layer
is much thinner than 500 A.
As a more concrete illustration of the sensitivity of the
dispersion curves in supported and free-standing films to the
elastic properties of the interfacial layer, we calculate the
sum-of-square errors between the phase velocities of waveguide modes of a film with depth-independent mechanical
properties and those of a film containing a 500-A-thick interfacial layer as a function of the transverse and longitudinal
velocities of the interfacial layer. Although it is believed that
for our samples the interfacial layer is quite anisotropic, we
assume that it is isotropic in order to facilitate calculating
and plotting of the error surface. The results are shown in
Fig. 16. Both films are 0.5 pm thick and the mechanical
properties of the reference film are set to be those of PI2555.
The mechanical properties of the interfacial layer vary about
those of PI2555 while the velocities of the rest of the film are
held at those of P12555. Errors were calculated up to a level
Dhar et al.
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determined significant by the 90% confidence level F
statistic.31 This surface shows that ISTS can in principle be
used to detect the presence of the interfacial layer in this
system provided that this layer is characterized by longitudinal and transverse velocities which differ from those of the
rest of the film by at least 15%.
C. Continuously
properties

varying depth-dependent

elastic

While the interfacial layer model described above was
proposed to account for birefringence measurements in spincast polyimides, a more realistic model includes properties
that vary continuously throughout the thickness of the film.
Also, it might be expected that many different processing
steps (laser ablation and e-beam polymer curing, for example) would yield films with properties that vary with
depth. For these two reasons, in this subsection we present
simulations of waveguide behavior in such films. Although
modeling of this system could be achieved by assuming a
functional dependence for the elastic constants of the film
and numerically solving the equations outlined in Sec. III C
where the elastic constants vary with the z coordinate, the
approach taken here is to divide the film into many layers
each with different elastic properties. Two cases were considered. The first, with results shown in Fig. 17, assumes that
the film elastic properties change in a linear fashion from
those of PI2555 at the top layer to those of PI2611 at the
layer near the substrate. The film thickness used is 1 ,um and
the film is divided into fifteen layers. In the second case, the
film properties vary linearly from those of PI2555 to those of
an anisotropic film with in-plane v,,=3020
m/s and
u,=l320
m/s and the out-of-plane ut,=2300 m/s and
utr= 1000 m/s. These parameters were chosen so that the
average longitudinal velocity and average transverse velocity
were equal to those of PI2555. Again, the film thickness is I
,um and the film is divided into 15 layers.
As might be expected from the discussion in Sec. V B,
scaling of the phase velocity with wave-vector-film thickness product fails in the case of continuously changing elastic properties. Differences between the depth-independent
and the depth-dependent systems are also seen if the dispersion obtained with a stratified model is fit with a model assuming an isotropic or an anisotropic single-layer film. In
Fig. 17(a) the result of the best fit of the simulated data to an
isotropic model is shown. It is apparent that the tit misses the
data severely, especially in the high-wave-vector range.
While this deviation is partly due to the depth-varying properties, it also-results from the anisotropic nature of the film.
In Fig. 17(b) the best fit of the simulated data to an anisotropic single layer model is shown. The lit describes the data
adequately in most regions but misses the data systematically
in the region k=2.8-4.5
pm-’ of the fourth-lowest-order
mode and in the regi~onk=4.0-6.0 pm-’ of the fifth-lowestorder mode. Again, we note that the differences illustrated in
these figures can be amplified considerably by removing the
substrate which tends to confine modal motion to the surface
of the film.
In Fig. 18 are shown results of sir&lafions from the
second stratified model. Only a fit to an isotropic model is
4442
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PIG. 17. Calculated phase velocity dispersion (shown in symbols) in the
case of continuously varying elastic constants. The dispersion is calculated
by dividing a 1 pm lilm into 15 layers each with fixed elastic constants. The
top layer is set to have the elastic constants of PI2555 while the layer
adjacent to the substrate has the elastic constants of PI2611. The elastic
constants of the intermediate layers are varied linearly between these limits.
(a) shows the best fit to the calculated dispersion using an isotropic singlelayer model; (b) shows the best fit to the calculated dispersion utilizing an
anisotropic single-layer model. Neither of these models yields an accurate
description of the data.

shown in this figure and the deviations from the actual dispersion are not as great as seen in Fig. 17. Nevertheless, one
distinctive feature of the dispersion of the lowest-order mode
is noted. For a supported film with constant elastic properties, the dispersion of this lowest-order mode will always be
monotonically decreasing with increasing wavevector; however, in Fig. 18 we see that the dispersion curve of the
lowest-order mode increases for wave vectors larger than
k=4 pm-t. This is due to the the fact that regions of the film
near the substrate possess a lower Rayleigh velocity than
those near the surface. As the wave vector changes, the Rayleigh wave “samples” different regions of the film which
results in a nonconstant Rayleigh wave velocity in the large
wave vector times thickness limit. This is mentioned in the
discussion surrounding Fig. 13.
1.~

D. Limitations

of ISTS meastirements

To this point we have argued that the ISTS technique can
identify the presence of depth-dependent elastic properties
and can be used to set bounds for the elastic properties of a
nonideal film; however, it cannot uniquely define the nature
of the depth dependence. In particular, behavior such as the
Dhar et a/.
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FIG. 18. Calculated phase velocity dispersion in the case of continuously
varying elastic constants (shown by the solid curves). The dispersion is
calculated by dividing a 1 pm film into 15 layers each with fixed elastic
constants. The top layer is set to have the elastic constants of PI2555 while
the layer adjacent to the substrate has in-plane nv= 1320 m/s and u,,=3020
m/s and out-of-plane u,=lOOO m/s and u,,=2300 mls and density of 1400
kg/m3. The elastic constants of the intermediate layers are varied linearly
between the limits. The best lit to an isotropic single layer model is shown
by the dashed curves.

failure of the phase-velocity dispersion to scale with the
wave-vector-film thickness product can be caused by either
the presence of an interfacial layer or by the existence of
continuously changing elastic properties.
In addition to this, the question of the resolution of the
technique also arises. Due to experimental uncertainties very
subtle variations in the elastic properties may be difficult to
detect through ISTS. We note that an additional problem may
arise from the possible frequency dependence of the elastic
constants. While in general this must be considered, no evidence for frequency dependence of the elastic constants in
the lo- 1000 MHz frequency range probed by ISTS has been
observed in any ISTS experiments on polyimides at room
temperature. We expect similar results for nearly all solid
polymer films since their relaxation spectra are at lower frequency ranges.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
ISTS characterization of multilayer structures has been
demonstrated through examination of a series of polyimide
bilayer assemblies. These experiments, along with extensive
modeling, have made a strong case for the depth-profiling
capabilities of ISTS. The experimental results established the
direct effect of a second layer on the measured waveguide
mode phase velocities, with the most pronounced effects occurring in modes that involve displacements through the
depth of the film. In particular it was found that the dispersion of the second-lowest-order mode in the low-wavevector regime in unsupported films was very sensitive to the
presence of depth-varying elastic properties. Data from the
bilayer structures and simulations of acoustic waveguide behavior in films with a thin interfacial layer established the
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 9, 1 May 1995

utility of two simple tests for the existence of depthdependent moduli. First, it was found that unlike in films
with depth-independent properties, the phase velocities in
these films fail to scale with the wave-vector-thickness product. We also showed that depth-independent models cannot
consistently account for dispersion observed in both unsupported and supported samples. A quantitative measure of the
sensitivity of ISTS to the elastic properties of the inter-facial
layer showed that for the case examined, a 15% difference
between the velocities of the interfacial layer and the velocities of the rest of the film is sufficient for ISTS detection of
the interfacial layer. Finally, simulations of the phase velocity dispersion in systems characterized by a continuous
change in material properties highlighted the signatures of
depth-dependent properties. In sum, the experimental results
and simulations illustrate the sensitivity of acoustic waveguide behavior characterized in ISTS measurements to material properties through the depth of thin-film systems and
demonstrate the potential for using ISTS as a depth-profiling
tool.
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